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SPECIAL CU3IGS aXIJ) QUARTIGS
PRODUCED BY PROJECTIVE PENCILS
Introduotion
The purpose of the following is to determine special
cubics and quartics found by taking the product of tv;o projective
pencils of conies, or the product of a projective pencil of lines
and a corresponding pencil of conies, or the product of a pencil
of cubics and a pencil of lines. (Examples of each case will be
given in Part II). It will also be shovm how such curves may be
constructed geometrically.
Definition , im equation of the form
U-h/V =-oO (Ij
where 11=0 and V-0 are two equations in x and y will be called a
pencil. That is for each value of /(I) represents one element of
the pencil.
Definition of Product of two Pro .iective Pencils .
Consider the two pencils
Uf-/ V
' (2)
Rf / S - 0.
These are said to be two projective pencils. If X is
eliminated from (2) an equation of the form
US-Rv^ {^)
is obtained. Equation (3) is called the product of (2).

77e shall now consider a theorem due to IJoether-^ which is
very important in exhibiting the form of an equation in such a
way that .two pencils can be found such that the product will give
the equation.
Theorem
. Given two Algebraic curves ^ ( x, y )- and x, y
)
=0. Let one of their interesting points be a multiple point
of order o;for(^and of order r.- for<^ ; and suppose further that g ;
/-r^and f(x,y)-0 a curve which passes through each of the points
o f inte rsection of^(x
, y) and^(x,y ) and has at ?/ a multiple
point of order then the equation of f(x,yj can be put in
the form
f(x,y) = Af{x,y)^ B//(x,y
\';here A-0 and 3=0 are tv;o other curves o f corresponding order .
In order fo r one to give f(x,y) this form it is not necessary that
f(y,y) at P/have a mul tiple point of order q^' ; v.'hc re as P^
'
for f(x,y) must be at least of order q/, the smaller of the two
orders; in the later case the re must be between the coefficients
of the equation f(x,y)-0 a linear relation .
Suppose that^(x,y.) and^(x, y] intersect in n points
that are regular for each curve, then a curve f(x,y)=^0 that
passes through the A's as regular poihts may be written in the
form
f(x,y)-A|(x,y) B^(,x,y) =
where A and B are definite polynomials in x and y. It is now ap-
parent that f{x,y)^0 may be generated by two projective pencils
1. Repertorium der doheren Mathematik II, Vol. { iind ed. )p.l26
Math. Annalen 6, p. do'd; ib., 4^(lb95) 601. ib., 5;i(1699)
593.
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Any curve that can be written in the form
f(x,y)- ?(x,y)P(x,y)+G(x,y)Q(x.y)
may he generated by two projective pencils
F(x.y)-AQ(x,y) = ;
G(x,y)^-/.P(x,y)^0 .
P(x,y) and Q(x,y) intersecting in regular points and f(x,y) pass-
ing through each oi these points.
If we have a given cubic or quartic f(x,y) ^0 we can
choose four simple distinct points A/,A^,A^,A^, on the curve and
pass two conies P(x,y)rrO and Q(x,y)-0 through the A's. Then,
according to Koether's theorem it is possible to determine two
linear or two quadratic ( or one linear and the other quadratic)
o
polynomials F(x, y)^and G(x,y)-^0 such that
F(x,y)P(x.y) G( x, y )Q( x, y )=0
represents the given cubic, or quartic.
The general proposition can moreover be demonstrated as
follows: Choose three distinct points A,,Aj^,A^, of an n-ic
f(x, ,x^,x^, )=0
as the coordinate triangle of homogeneous coordinates, so that in
the equation the terms x^.x^.x^ are missing. Then it is certainly
possible to write f in the form:
x,^(x, ,x^,x^
,
x^^{x ,x^,x^
, ) - 0,
where and ^ are terinary forms of order n-1. It is now
apparent that the given n-ic is generated by the two projective
pencils of straights and (n-l) -ics
^ f A - C .
Another method of proving that all cubics and quarties

may be produced by projective pencils is as follows:
It is possible to generate all cutaics and quartics by pro-
jective pencils of straight lines and conies (including quadratic
pencils of lines). Also curves of the nth degree may be generated
by projective pencils.
In what follows it will be shov/n how cubics and quartics
are generated.
We shall first consider the c ub i
c
.
Consider the pencil of conies
U + ^V- 0,
and the pencil of lines
/ f /\g^
These pencils are projective and the locus of their points of inter
section is obtained by el iminating . The result is
Ug-Vi-0
This equation is of the third degree and is satisfied for -^-0,
grsO; u=0, v^O; u=0, /^O; g^O, v=0. From this it is seen that the
product of a pencil of conies and a projective pencil of lines is a
curve of the third order which passes through the vertex of the
pencil of lines and through the four fundamental points of the
pencils of conies.
If we write out the equation (2) in full there will be
fourteen constants, but a cubic in its general form in two variables
depends upon nine, therefore it is easy to see that it is possible
to write any cubic in the form of (2). That is any cubic may
be considered as the product of a pencil of conies and a projective
pencil of lines.
1. Crelle Journal 71(1870)195,
Emch-Introduction to Proj. Geometry pr*. 180.
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QuartiGS *
' Consider the two pencils
U + Z-V-^O (3)
R/-AS.O.
U, V, R, and S are of the second degree in x and y and for each
value of /. represent two corresponding conies. These conies inter-
sect each other in four points. V/e obtain the locus of these
points by eliminating /from (3) and get
US -yR^ 0. -— (4)
This equation is of the fourth degree. Therefore, the product
of two projective pencils ofconics is a curve of the fourth de-
gree.
If (4) is written out in full, it has twenty constants,
but a iourth degree curve depends only upon twelve constants;
it is therefore possible as can be shown without difficulty to <»
consider every fourt'i cegree equation as the product of two pro-
jective pencils of conies.
As we have seen all cubics and quartics can be produced
by projective pencils of straight lines and conies, (including
quadratic pencils of lines). We may further state that all n-ics
may be generated by projective pencils. This fact follows
from Uoether's Theorem. For further references see the follow-
ing:
1. Kupper, C. Prag. Sb. ( 1896 ) (Mth-llt) Mo. 1. p. 16.
Math. Annal. 48(1897) 401-. ib. 3(1870) 34-.
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General uiscussion of Quartics and Cubics
Part I
We shall show in what follows ae an illustration of the
general theory i^=i=€^«^ how all cubics and nuartics mcty be
generated pr o.iec tively.
fT
1. The general cubic equation in projective coordinates is
J^^tx^- { CfXi-inx+nXj ) -tx^ ( (^x^ni^^+nx, ] -h x^{/^X;i-mx+nx_^ }~0 (1)
If we take three points on this curve as the vertices of the tri-
angle of reference, then the equation (1) must be satisfied by
any of the systems:
(x^~-0, x^.O), X--0), (x^-0, x^=0)
From these we get
/, = 0, m^- 0, n^-0,
and the equation (1) reduced to
x,xx +x^^ ( mx^-^ nxj
-f. x,^ ( nx, f ix, ) -t x^( x^-nnx^ ) - 0. (2)
If we put the binomial coefficients of x^
,
x^, x^, equal to zero
we get the equations of the tangents to the cubic at the vertices
of the triangle.
If (2) is written in the form
it is at once apparent that this cubic can be generated by the two
projective pencils
x>-(n^^-MTix^ ) - C
£
-pAxx,^ ^0.
K is the quari.tity in brackets in the above equation.
Thus from (3) we see that any cubic can be generated by a
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pro.iective pencil of lines and conies.
2« 7/e shall now form a pair of pencils such that their product
will give a cubic having a double point, cusp, or conjugate
point at one of the vertices of the triangle of reference.
If in the general equation (1) A, say, is a double point,
cusp, or conjugate point, any straight line through A must rnect
the cubic in two coincident points at A. Any such straight line
may be represented by the equation.
Substitute for in the general equation, the resulting equation
must have two roots equal to zero. Hence the terms involving
x'^and x"" must vanish, and we have
w^, ^0, m^;.0, n-0.
These are the conditions that the locus of the equation (1)
should have a double point cusp or conjugate point at a. tVhen
these conditions are satisfied we may express (2) in the form
X, (x^^-^^^x^Vi^x^^ )
-j- xx^ (nx^-hrirx^) (4)
The two projective pencils then are
X - /( nx^-^mx ) ^
Since (4) is the equation of a cubic having either a double point,
cusp or conjugate poiht, we shall show the condition when (4)
will be a double point, cusp or conjugate point. If (4) represents
a double point the tangetns will be real and distinct, if a cusp
the tangetns will be real and coincident, if a conjugate point
the tangents will be imaginery.
Let"'" x=Ex^ be a tangent at A then substituting in (4) the re-
1. Whitworth - Modern Analytic Geometry p. 407.
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sulting equation is
xxM fK^-gX-fH It x'" ( /kVml^Vnk-h r ) .
This must have all three roots equal (X^^^O)
Henee fKVgK-/-h-0 gives two values for K corresponding to
the two tangents. The equation of the tangents is
fx^>gxx^+hx^ ^
If the two roots of the quadratic be equal the point A will
be a cusp, if they be real and unequal it will be a double point,
if imaginary a conjugate point.
3. We shall now show how a circular cubic-^ may be generated by
two protective pencils.
The equation for a circular cubic in rectangular coordinates
is
x"^
-j- xy
""-f-
2f
X
^i- Sgxy hx - 2a { x%y^) -
Writing this in the form,
(xryl (x-2a) -fxiafx -l-agy-^ h) >
we see that the two projective pencils
xVy^'-Ax ^ '
2fx
-f2gy +-h
-i- A(x-2a) = 0,
are obtained. This shows that the circular cubic can be obtained
by taking the product of the above pencils. Thus, we have es-
tablished the well known fact that every circular cubic may be
generated by projective pencils of circles and liiies.
4. Every cubic may also be produced by tvo projective quadratic
pencils with a self-corresponding ray.
1. Trans. R. I. A. Vol. XXIV, p. 457.
Casey in this ...eL'iOir gives an extensive discussion on
the circular cubic.
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Consider the two quadratic pencils
ap
-f Xa,a^- >
bp^/kbb.O,
where a, b, a^
, b, a^
,
b^
,
and p are linex^ equations. The
twopencils have the correspoixding ray p in common. If the product
of the above pencil is taken we get
ab^bp— kaabp - ,
or p -0 and abb-kaab .
which is a straight line and a cubic.
This cubic passes through the intersection of
a = 0, b - 0; a ^ 0, a^:-0; a,-0, b^-^0; a,^ 0, b^^ 0; b 0, \- 0;
a^-0, b,
-0; \=-0; b - 0, b, = 0; b, ^ 0, \ .0;
In all^ nine points^which determine a cubic. The coefficients
in a, a^,a^ b, b,b^may always be c'l^ten such that the above
eauation represents that of any cubic.
S[ By iloether's Theorem, which we have given in the intro-
duction, it follows that a quartic can bo produced by two pro-
jective pencils of conies. We shall now show the conditioh and
form of the quartic, and also the pencils of conies which will
give a quartic with three double points^ or deficiency zero.
Allowing the quartic to pass through the vertices of
the triangle of reference the terms involving the fourth powers
01 , x^, x^, will be absent and the equation for the quartic
will be
.
Let A,=(x, 0,0), B-(G,x.O), 0-^(0, C,x ) be the vertices of the
triangle of reference. In order for these points to be double
points they must be solutions of the three following equations
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TT- - ax^i-ajcV3axxVi3axxV2axx+£axx+iiaxxx.ta36c.^^ (^)
- 3axxVax'VaxV2axx^2a3CX-f2axxf axx+2axxx-k-axx,- (3)
By substituting the cordinates of the points A, B, and C in (2),
(3), ( 4 ) we can find the relation between the a's. For the point A
For the point B
^^ax'=0,
-^=0, ^/:,ax^^O.
For the iDoint C
^=ax^O, ~2/,ax; = 0. ^=0 ,
9
From these equations we see that
a, a, a. a, a., a, must be zero.
Hence (1) takes the form
bx'xVbxV4bxxVbxxx+bxxxf-bxxx -0 (5)
To show how (5) can be produced by two projective pencils, write
it in the form
x,*" ( bxVbxVbxx ) 4- xx( bxx+bxx-^bxx ) -=
from which it follows that two pencils are
where M is the coefficient of xf and I] is coefficient of xx.
6. If we wish to form a quartic having two double points, or
deficiency one, say at A and B of the triangle of reference we
must have A— (XjO.C), 3=.(0,x^^0) as solutions of the partial
differential eouations (2), (3), (4).
From these we find that
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^5-'
must "be zero. Hence the general equation of the quartic
takes the form
axx+axxVaxVi-axx+ a^ocVaxjGc (6)
To Show how (6) can be produced by two projecclve pencils
of conioE, W7»ite it in the form
x*^ / axxtaxxtax+axV-f- xx faxxf axxf-axxv-ax^7-0 .
From this it follows that
M- /.XX =0
,
are the required pencils. M and lil are the coefficients of
and xx^ respectively.
Consider now the quartic having one double point, say at
A-(x,0,0). This point must satisfy the equations (£), (3),
(4). From these we find that a^- and a^ are zero. The form of
the quartic will be
axx'^axx+axxf-axxVaxV^xV+axxVaxxxt-axxx+axxx^O ( 7 )
To show how (7) can be produced by two projective pencils of
conies, consider the two pencils
(f, V-A<f, =0 .— (B)
^ A ^» =
in vi^ich
(P. ~ bxxf-bxx-^ axx=0
}U = CXX-H3XX+CXX^0
(P^ = dX+ dx/t^xf^pcx^f^xx
If we take the product of (6) we get
(fiK-(f^iy, =^—- — (9)
This equation corresponds to (7) and the a's in (7) can be

found in terms of the conetante in (9). Hence it follows
that a quartio having one double point can be produced by
two projective pencils of conies.
In the constructive theory of binodal quartics it
also important to know that every binodal quartic may be
generated by two projective quadratic pencils with their
vertices at the double-points of the quartic.
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Special Cubics and Quartics
Part II
1. Consider the pencil of circles
(x-A )V y'-A^ (1)
and the pencil of lines passing through the point (0,1)
with slope 1_. The equation of the pencil of lines is
-A+x^/y= 0. (2)
If /\ is eliminated between (1) and (S) the following cubic is
derived
/ ( xy ) - 7+ xy^- yV =^ 0. ( 3 )
In this case the two base points of the pencil of circles are
coincideittat the origin. Therefore, the origin is a double
point of the cubic. The slopes of the tangents at the origin
are ^ 1.
This cubic is circular, for its equation can be written
in the form
(x+ y''=
It follows that it is a circular cubic, from the fact that it
passes through the base points of the pencil of circles which
also pass through the circular points. The cubic also passes
through these, and is therefore circular.
According to a theorem in Part I a circular cubic may be
gei.erated in an infinite number of ways by projective pencils
of circles and pencils of lines. Take for example the double
point of the cubic and any other point of the cubic as base-
points of the pencil of cirlces. For this purpose we can put
the cubic in the form
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(xVy -2aCx
-£f3 y)y -yVx'f E^xy f-;i(3 y'^ .
Now xV 2c(xy
-i-y'' ( 2(3-1 ) may be resolved into the tw) linear
factors
/^x + (o^-^/<:^-2(3-l)y//'x-h («^-/oCVl - 2(3 ) y] ,
so that the cubic appears now as the product of the two pro-
jective pencils
xVy-;.2o( X- 2 ^ y
-hA^-'- )y]
x-hio^ - A -2(3+l)y-Ay "^Oy
in which c{ and ^ are arbitrary.
\Vhen(7<>-0, ^=0, we have the projective pencils
x^-^ y^f /(xi-y )=-
X- y - A y =0
which permit another simple construction for the cubic.
To construct the locus of (5), lay off on the x axis values
of^. With (^,0) as a center with radius A construct circles.
Through the point (0, 1) and the point (^,0) draw lir.es.
Where these lines cut the corresponding circles will be points
on the graph of (2).
Figure I shows the locus of (3).
2. Another cubic may be generated taking the pencil of
concentric circles
x-fy = A
and the pencil of lines through the point (0,1)
^
4- y-1.
A
Eliminating \ between the two pencils there is obtained
ix'-i- y) (1-y) - x.^0, - (4)
By aid of the transformation
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f
A-1
we get a cubic
(xVy) (x^y-D-xIx-l) -0
which clearly passes through the points
{x - 1 (x = 1
(y=i (y = -^
Therefore the origional cubic passes through the circular points
which is also apparent from equation (4).
The points of infexion of (4) are collinear. This can be
Phown by solving the cubic and its second derivative, equated
to zero, as simultaneous equations. This cubic has y-1^0
as an asymptote. It has no double point, since there is no
solution to
- ^ Q
?x ~ ' 3y
It is therefore of deficiency one. The derivative of {4j is
dy
_
1
-f- axy — 2x
dx 2y - X*- -3y ^
From this equation it is seen that the slopes of the tangents
at the^origin and at the points
(1.0), (0,1)
are respectively <x,
,
l, and —1.
To construct the locus of (4) it is convenient to take
formlues of yV numbers which are perfect squares. Let/ equal
4, say. Then the radius of the circle is Joining the points
(0,1) and (4,0). This line cute the circle at P and which


>1
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are points on the locus of (4).
Figure II exhibits the locus of (4).
3. Another cubic may be generated by taking the product of a
pencil of parabolas and a pencil of lines.
Let
be the pencil of parabolas, and
JL- 4- y - 1
the pencil of lines. If ^ is eliminated between these two
equations there is obtained the following .3rd degree equation
y'^-y ^-/-x^= . (5)
This curve has a double point at the origin, since (0,0) is a
simultaneous solution of
elf ^0 and ^f _ 0, and of (5).
The curve (5) has a point of inflexion at the infinite point of
the X axis. This can be shown by making use of the per-
spective transformation
X
, y = y' ,
r-1 x'-i
from which we get as a resulting equation
y"^
-y^'fx-l ) x^(x-l ) -
If we find the second derivative of this equation and put it
equal to zero, the point
(x-1
I- ^
(y-
will satisfy the differential equation. Henc§ the point at
infinity is a point of inflexion.
This curve is constructed by laying off different values
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of /V on the X axis. Through the points (0,1) and {A,0) draw the
pencil of lines. For each value of A given construct the parabola.
Then note the points of intersection of corresponding pairs. These
points will he on the locus of (5).
Figure III shows the locus of (5).
4. Consider now the following pencil of cissoids
and the pencil of lines
— y ^ 1.
Taking the product of these two pencils we have
y^x
-f-2xy^-f xy -xy^-x^ -0, (6)
This equation is of the fourth degree, but it can be factored into
a linear and cubic factor. The linear factor is the y-axis. Writ-
ing the other factor in the form
ox'-fx^(y-l)4-y"'+y^-0 (6 )
we see y — 1 —0 is an asymptote. Putting y ^mx in (10) we h«iT u
x.^ (rax
-f mx-f-m^'-l )
This shows that two branches pass through the origin and the slopes
of the tangents at the origin are 1 and -1.
To construct the locus of the above equation lay off
"talues of X on the x axis. Construct the cissoid corresponding to
each value ^ given to A » Also draw lines through the points
(0,1) and (AiO), the points where each line intersects its correspond-
ing cissoid will be points of the locus of (6).
Figure IV exhibits the locus of (6).
5. It is sometimes convenient, when a certain equation is given,
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to find two pencils whose product vTill give the equation.
Suppose the equation
x^— 4xy (7 )
is Riven, and it is desired to find two pencils whose product
will g-ix'e the equation (7),
Writing (7) in the form
(x'^— Hy) — y(i:x^— -^0, it is at once seen that the
folloi?;ing- two pencils
x"-£y'Ay -0), (7^
(£-^)x^-y- ^ 0)
will give (7). '.Vriting (7a) in the form
y( +/.) ^ X and
(
^ ^
) (
^
)
{ /TF^XTx y ) ( /TS^x - y } -
( J ( )
we have a pencil of oaraholas, and a j^encil of degenerate hyper-
holas. From these eq^jations is seen, in order to have real curves,
\y<^ \ is restricted to the following condition A — £•
If y=.mx is substituted in (7) Vv/e have x (x— 4m-fm) - 0. (8)
This equation has three of its roots each equal to zero, iience
there are three branches passing through the origin, that- is the
origin is a triple point. Consider next the second factor of (8)
X — 4ni-f- Wi^ = .
Putting X -0 we have for values of m; o, 2 and -2. These values
of :n are the slopes of the three tangents 47t? the tfe^^ t-an
g
ents to
the three branches passing through the origin.
To construct the locus of (7) construct the two pencils
(7a). The points of intersection of corresponding elements of the
two pencils will be points on the locus of (7). For example,
let A^l, then the first of (7a) is
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which is a parabola. Ihe second of (7a) becomes (x + y) (x — y];:^0,
•'•hich are two linos. Where the parabola, intersects these tvo lines,
as at P and P , v;ill be points on the locus of (7). In a similar
way other points can be constructed by giving various values to
A .
JTigure V exhibits the locus of (7).
6. 'yVe shall now take the equation of the leniniscate
(x%yV ^ x""-y" (9),
and show hov; to form two projective pencils such that their pro-
duct will give the leinniscate. First writing (9) in the form
X i-Sxy
-^y -x-fy-C^
and dividing by x^y'^we get
2y f x^- 1 yV 1
f- ^ 0.
X -2-
Putting V y'tl 1 — X -'cj .
- we get
X y
after simplifying
x'^-y'^i 'c
—h) =1
;^xVy- ^-1
for the two pencils such that their product will give (9). The
first poncil will give a series of elipses for values of/\^2.
For values greater than 2 a series of hyperbolas. In the second
we ^et a pencil of hyperbolas.
The lemniscate could be constructed by constructing the two
pencils already found, and then noting the points of intersection
of corresponding elements. But we shall take two other pencils
which will give, by taking their products, the equation for the
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leraniscate. We might say here, that if we have given a certain
equation, there are in most cases various projective pencils
such that their product will give the equation.
Let us divide the equation of the lemniscate hy
( xVy"! ( X - y )
.
We get
X /-x
-h J
X — y x""-!- y"^
If we put these equations equal to \ , the following two
equations,
y''-A(x- y ) - 0,
/V (x"+ y") ~ X -y = 0,
are obtained.
These are two projective pencils of circles such that
their product will give the lemniscate. These pencils are more
easily constructed than those first derived. Their construction
and that of the lemniscate are shovari in Figure V . We see that
if the pencils are written in the form,
2 )-+ 2 ) ' 2
(x-1 ) I (y - - i
the centers of the first lie on a line bisecting the second and
fourth quadrants, while those of the second lie on a line bisect-
ing the first and third. This can also be seen from the relation
A . i. - const.
2 2^
by which the distances of the centers of corresponding circles are
related by inversion.
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7. Another curve that is frequently met with in the calculus
is the one generated by the follo'.vin.^ pencils:
y (1-/ ) -i-x^ Or (10)
X 1) - .7= 0.
If /\ is eliminated between (10) we have after simplifying
y - X = 0^
which is called the serai-cubical parabola. Prom (10) it is
seen that for all values of A ^ 1 the points on the lov/er branch
are obtained, while for all values of/ >1 the points on the
upper branch result.
To obtain (10) from
y - X = - (11)
write (11) in the form
y(y 4- x) - x(y -4- X*) =0.
From thi3 equation it is seen that the two pencils
-XJl^-Aand y ^ . )^
X y
when simplified give (11).
In equations (10) a geometrical significance can easily
be given. If we put
X- 1 = u
the first pencil becomes
y = ux^
and the second
a.
X = uy.
The first is a pencil of lines passing through the origin having
the slope u, and the second a pencil of parabolas passing through
the origin with u as parameter.

E2-
The same cubic may also "be generated by the two projective
pencils
y -f- X .- Ax ^ = 0,
X - 1 -h/(y-x)» 0;
f. U» i^y another pencil of paraboles and a projective pencil of
lines with the vertex (/^O-
8. For another example v/e shall consider the two pencils
x"+ 2x
-f y'(2 - A)= Or
>x y^-f2x - 1 = 0.
Writing these in forms
(13)
( X + 1 ) -f y z 1
1
2 - >
1
A ^
A-^ 1
7
1 +
T
(14)
it is seen that the first is an ellipse vath center at ( 1, 0)
and axes 1 and 1 for all values of X satisfying the
inequality
_ oo<A^x.
system of hyperboles rl^ obtained.
If A > 2 a
In the- second pencil
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for all positive values of A and all negative values greater
than -la system of ellipses is obtained with center
( - 1 j and semi-axes i ^-J^ (ATTT^.
If A is eliminated between (15) vre have after simplify-
ing
x*-f y'^^ 2xV f 4 ^xy"" -yV 0. (15)
In (15) replace x and y respectively by
X ^ r 6>
,
On simplifying we have
r 1 -
This equation is that of the Cd-rdioid.
We shall show now hoy/ (15) can be produced by two pro-
jective pencils of circles. Writing (15) in the form
{x"+y)^4 (x%-y"j(£x- 1) i-x"-0^
or (x'+y) ( x%y"-f^x - 1 ) -t-x"" = ^ (15a)
it is at once seen that
xVy-Ax ^ >
X + A ( xV yV 2x - 1 ) =^ ,
are the reauired pencils.
To find out in what manner {15a) passes through the circular
points, we shall transform it by means of
x'-l x'-l
The resulting eouation after simplifying and dropping primes is
(x^'y)/^ ^"-'-y'+^x (x-1)
-(x-l^l -f x1 x - 1)' = 0. (15b)
IJow pass a line y-i = m(x — 1) through the point(l,i), so
that
x%y^-(x-l)^ X -M-f <imi + m"" ( X — l)J ,

^. ^
and after substituting in (15b), ( x - 1 )^ appears as a factor.
This shows that (l,i) is a multiple point of order E. To determine
its nature more fully (15b), after division by (x-1),^ becomes
[x-tl-f- '^mi t- ml X - 1 /~x -M -^Emi f rn{x— 1 ) f-^x -x + ^-f x^- 0>
When x=^l, the secant approaches the tangent and we have for its
slope m
or
4(1 + mi) 4( 1 -^ mi ) f-1 0,
( 2mi-+- 3 )" ^ •
The slopes at the multiple point are therefore
m^ m -^1
* * ~
It is therefore a cusp. Hence the cardioid has the circular
points as custos.
9. We shall next consider the two pencils
x^ + 2y'"-4x +~ 3
and 4x
- A
Writing these in the form
(x-E)^ f y(2-A) - 1
( x
2 ^'
A 1- \
4 -^ A 4 -f A
(16)
A
the first is seen to be an ellipse for all values of /V ^ 2, for
values of X ^ ^ pencil of hyperbolas is formed. The center in
both cases being (2,0)' and axes Ix. and 1_ . In the second a
pencil of ellipses is formed for all positive values of A . For
negative ^.-alues a pencil of hyperbolas is obtained. For large

ll

dis-
positive values of /\ in the second pencil the center of the
ellipses approach the origin, the vertical axes approach unity-
while the horizontal approaches zero. If trie product of the two
pencils is formed v/e have after simplifying^
x" i- y'^-f 2xV 2xy^ -~4x"^ - 4xy^-yVq (17 )
Putting y-mx in (17) we find there is a double point at the
orif.in and the slopes of the tangeiats are ^ I ^ , If v;e reduce
5
(17) to the polar form we have after simplifying
r = ± \,
This equation is that of the Lima^on of Pascal. It is shown,
Figure VI how the locus of (17) is constructed. In (16)
let }y ^4, then the first is an hyperbola as indicated in i'igure
VI. The second for A -4 is yn ellipse as indicated in figure.
These two curves intersect at ?, P, P which are points
on the locus of (17). In a similar way other uoints can be
constructed as indicated in the figure.
As ^n example b, we can show hov; (17) can be produced
by two projective pencils of circles. 'Writing (17) in the form
(x^+ y') (xVy^4^x-f-3) - 4y"^0^ (17a)
it is at once apparent that
xVyV^Ay^O;
2y -f- A(xVy*-4x i-3) = 0^
are the pencils reouired.
By the same ihethod as was employed in example (6) it
can be shown that the curve passes through the circular points
at infinitjr. The circular points are also double points. For
if we apply the transformation
X ^ y = Z
—
x'-l x'-l
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to (17a), and then form the partial derivatives with respect
to X and y, it is at once observed that
I = ^ II(^ " ^
are solution of these differntial eauations ;vhen equated to
zero. Kence the circular points are double points.
f
I
£7-
Construction of Another Special Quartic
from Geometric Conditions.
Another way of constructing a quartic which is of theoret-
ical importance is hy the aid of Pascal's Theorem, Before ex-
hibitir£, this method we shall state and prove a few theorems with
respect to passing a conic through the vertices and orthocenter
of a triangle.
Theorem I .
If two conies described through four points ar e
rectangular hyperbolas, all conies through these points are
rectangular hyperbolas .
For the conies determine an involution on the line at
infinity. By hypothesis two of the conies are rectangular hyperbolas,
hence two pairs of the conjugate points on this line are determined
by orthogonal rays. Therefore all pairs of conjugate points are
determined by orthogonal rays and all conies through the four
points have their asymptotes at right angles, and are rectangular
hyperbolas.
Theorem II .
All conies through the vertices of a triangle
and its orthocenter are rectangular hyperbolas .
For any side and a perpendicular from the opposite verte>:
constitute a degenerate rectangular hyperbola. Therefore there are
two rectangular hyperbolas through the four points. Hence by
theorem I all conies through these points are rectangular hyperbolas.
In the example that follows we shall use an equilateral
triangle. The vertices and orthocenter of which gives four points.

The orthocenter ?;ill be the origin of a system of rectangular
coordinates in ";hich the x axis coincides v:ith the altitude, -
Since we must have five points, or four points and a
line tangent to the conic, in order to construct other points,
we shall take with the four points of the triangle a pencil
of lines making eaual angles with each other and also passing
through the origin. By taking the four points with each line
a conic is determined, and by the aid of Pascal's Theorem
v/e can construct an indefinite number of points. a11 of these
conies will be equilateral hyperbolas by the two theorems
stated above.
Eext, we must fix up another pencil corresponding to
the hyperbolas. V.'e shall take a pencil of concentric circles
with the origin as center. In order for these circles to
correspond with the hyperbolas we shall take a line parallel
to the x axis at a convenient distance below the origin. This
line will cut the tangents to the hyperbolas at points v.hich we
shall denote by Xo^ A, A^, ^^^^ xvhich we may consider as
parameters of the pencil T of tangents at O to the pencil of
hyperbolas. In order that the pencil of concentric circles
shall be projective to the pencil of hyperbolas it is sufficient
to make the pencil of polars tT of any point, say a, with respect
to the pencil of concentric circles. Let the inscribed circle
of the triangle A 3 G with its polar cutting the x axis at K
correspond to the hype rbols^tKi^U^h C and a^ anJ A- v . -o that -
we have in the pencil of hyperbolas
( x^'-x -j)— 2 A- ( xy -h 5- y ) ( 1
)
for the projective pencil T of tangents

_JL_^^.
X A
The intercepts of this pencil on the line y
-f 1 = o
is evideiitly >: ~ A •
For the proieotive pencil of circles v:e cun write
x% y":-A (3)
The pencil of Dilars of this v:ith reSDOCt to the point A(l,Oy
becomes
X — Ai
Tc conptruct the hyperbolas whose tangent cuts off on
y -f 1 - the intercept A » denote Q "by the symbol
i^ov; according to Pascal's theorem construct any number of
points of the hyperbola thus determined, make use of the scheme
^3)^ Gv).
In this is determined, hence drav; any Pascal line p through
it and determine F belon£-ing to this p.
oee Figure VIII.
To construct the projective pencil of concentric
circles with the pencil of polars x — A . draw this polar ]d.
Figure IX, and find its intersection, P with the circle over Gii
as ci diameter. Tiien OP is the radius of the required circle .
Figure IX also shows the value of OP when /\ is less than one.
In Figure VIII which shows the construction of the
nuartic
x^x -y- 2( xVy"^ (xy-/->y) - 0, (4)
A is first enual to 3 and the corresponding circle intersects
the hyperbola at the points ?. These points are on the ouartic.
Kext for /_ -5 we get the points Q. These are
also "DOints on the ouartic.
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The triangle ^ 3 G in both figures is equilateral.
The heavy curve in irigure Vill represents the locus of
(4).
The asymptotes of the quartic are x -^^ —0 and y — 0,
The slopes of the tangents at the vertices and orthocenter of
the triangle ABC are found by su 'cstitut ing the coordinates
of each point in
3 X
dy 2x-l«2xy«2y -f^x y
dx " 2x^+6xy '^x'-+3y'-|,2y
The slopes of the tangerlts at the A, E, C, and the point
(o, - 1) are respectively i , -
The slopes of the tangents to the hyperbolas at the points
A, E. C, and are
,
for^^i. i , Q B -
3 -4 1/3
'-i-T^r-' - ^•
Also the slopes of the tangents to the hyperbola at the points
A, B, C and Y;hen/^=3 are 1 2 f'SV^ 2 3/3" 1
The corresponding points on the quartic for^-^ are denoted
by P, For ^-3 we get the points P, In a sir.ilar v/ay we
find the points Q, on the quartic for X^^*
II


